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ABSTRACT
An approach based on design charts for the effects of actions due to group effects on the superstructwe on pile groups is presented.
Therefor an extensive numerical paramtetric study was carried out. A description of .the numerical model and comparisons with fie1d
load tests and theoretical results are presented. The proposed computer-independent approach is a simplified analytical approach for
practical cases to predict the average settlement of a pile group and the different pile resistances including the consideration of non-
linear pile behaviour. Finally, a design example is illustrated in order to demonstrate the applicability of this approach.

n-eswrE
On a pr6sent6 ute approche avec des abaques de dimensionnement pour teDir compte les actions ä cause de I'effet de group sur la su-
perstructure fondde sur une groupe de pieux. Pour cette raison une ötude 6tendue, paramdtrique et numdrique a 6td effectude. LIne des-
cription du modöle numdrique, la comparaison avec des essais sur le terrain et des rdsultats thdoriques sont donnds. L'approche propo-
sde reprdsente une mdthode anaiyique simplifide sans besoin d'utiliser l'ordilateur pour prddire le tassement moyen de la group de
pieux et aussi bien pour dvaluer la rösistance de chaque pieu concemant le comportement non lin6aire de pieu. Finalement, un exem-
ple de conception est prdsentd afur de ddmontrer l'applicabilitd de cette approche.

1 LNTRODUCTION approach is an extensive parametric study usurg the finite-
elemets-method. It was carried out varying among others the

Pile fowrdations are one of the common used type of deep pile group geometry, the soil parameters and the actions.
foundations. Thereby piles are used to reduce the settlements
and displacements of the structure or to increase the bearing ca-
pacity. 2 IvIETHOD OF ANAIYSIS

So far it is German practice to desip pile groups based on
the German standard DIN4014 for bored piles. In corurection 2.1 Nztmerical fuIodel
with the unification of design with the European standards (Eu-
ropean codes - EC) the gÄeral Gemran sädard for geotäch- The_numerical investigation of pile groups are carried out using

niial design Dn{ 1b54 hlas been recently O.u.top.JU-o..J oo the finite elementsprogramABAQUS.

the partiaisafry concepr of the European-Code EÖ 7. This neiv -, The requirements of the used models is to describe correctiy

srandard DIN io:+' to-zoo+ regulatei et alii the design ofpiles. the tesistance-settlement-behaviour of the group. ln other

The general nerv philosopnJy of design w-hich in"cluJei new words,, the model should reasonably predict the distribution of
regulations and a different^saftey conJeptn]uy *r.-r.u.rur *.011:resistancesinthegroupandthebaseandshaftresistan-

quistions for its application. The new d"sign 
"oncept 

artaches ce-settlement-graphs ofeachpile separately'

Äore importance töihe settlements of the pil-es, bothio the total . 
11 order to consider cohesive and noncohesive soils and to

sertlements and to the differences of settiements betrveen piies. p.Tdjt the soil parameters required for this ilvesiigation the

It is matter of common kno'"vledge that caused uy grorrp ätt""t lvlohr-Coulomb constitutive equation was elected'

the behaviour of group piles differ from the Uenavioiu o? r*gt. 
",TI.ie 

generated FE-models are three dimensional composed

piles. tn general, ior tle considered range of serviceabilit-v ffiit of brick and triangular prism solid elements. The piles are ideal-

itate thelearing capacity orgroup pilJs is less than toi"r.n!t. tt{ ?l quadratic piles having the sarne shaft area as the as-

piles. As u 
"oni"qrl.o.. 

of the different settlements i" u plr. simiable round pile. The contact between pile and soil is-mod-

group the superstrucflue can be effected eled by direct contact without introducing contact or interface
- 

Tth. d"grä. of interaction of the piles depends among others ;le1e1ts Therby, shear failure occurs in the soil elements

on the groip geometry. Normaily G interaition of pileJis cou- touching_the pile shaft. Prelimireary studies and the ir:vestiga-

pled with ttrJ.atio oithe pile dirtuo"" to the pile ou*.i., n. tions bl Holzhäuser (1998) prove the numerical applicabilirv* of
ALr often declared Limit v;lue of the pile ,puiiog is g.D. The this approach- A detailed description of the numerical models is

proposed investigations have also asseised i a.pÄ0.n." or tn" given in Rudolf (2005)'

limit value of the pile spacing to the pile length.
At present no sarisfactory approach for the design of pile 2.2 Comparison withfeld load tests and theoretical results

groups which considers the group eflect and the nolfe]r,n1te The applicabiliry of the finite models is verif,red by back analy-
behaviour is available exceptpile softw-are aevelore.!_b11;!,on * oiä"=or docr'*entedpile loadtests (e.g. Fig. 1, Kempferr,
anal-r'tica1 analysis or the finite and boundary eiementl,mefo! iösll 

";a 
bv comparison with n*merical investi.eations of pile

Therefor, the aim of this paper is to deverop a srmnl: a3 äürt., Fig.2.Hanisch etar.,20021.proachwiththeheipofdesignchansfortbedesignofpiie
groups w'hich consider the group effecl. With riris approach rhe
user should be abie ro design sranciarci siruarions ofpile founda-
tions without using cor:eputer programs. The basis of rhis new

ZIJ\)
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Figure 1. Calculated
and measured resis-
tance-settlement-
graph of a pile test.

For all studied load tests of single piles the mrmerical calcula-
tions sho*'a close agreement t'ith the load test results. Compar-
ing the results of the numerical computation u'ith that of Ha-
nisch et al. (2002) shou's a very good agreement of the base

resistances q'hile the shaft resistances are a bit rinderestimated.

This difference in the shaft resistance comes mainly from the
differEnt constitutive equations used in both computations. In
genral, the used model is able to describe the behar.iour of pile
goups very applicable.

Moreover, in order to validate the model and the presented
results. a paramefric studrv is also performed by an ana11'ticai

method, u'hich is a modified form of the approach by Randolph
,{Vroth (i979). This analytical approach is not part ofthis paper
and it is described in Rudolf (2005). In general, both methods
shou's a good agreement.

resistance R [MN] resistance R [MN]o 2 4 6 I 101214 0 2 4 6 A 101214

Tire factor for the group effect Ga; considering the pi.le resistan-
ces is defined by' tbe ratio of the resistance of a group pile fu;
to the resistance of a comparabie single pile R6 u-ith the same
seniement. The value for the group effect factor resuits from the
prociuct of the values of all design charts G1 ro F5, see Sec. ,1.3t:
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Figure 2. Comparison of computed re sistance-settlement- graphs
of group piles.

3 PARA},{ETRIC STT]DY OF PILE GROI'PS

3.1 General

The general idear of the presented approach is to define a stan-
dard pile group geometry, see Sec. 3.2. The considered geome-
trical parameters are:

- the pile length L or pile length in bearing soil d,
- the pile spaci:rg a,

- the soil parameters.
For this standard geometq'design charts for the group effect are
der.eloped based on the resistance-settlement-giaph of a compa-
rable single pile. Other influencing parameters considered by
other design charts are:

- the pile diameter D,
- the stiffüess of the pile cap EI,
- the dimension of pile group (n5,: n.n piles),
- the pile t5pe.

2134

Because of the nonliner pile behaviour, the design charts are

dependent on tle settlement value. In accordance u'ith
DIli 4014, the state of settlement at 20Ä. 3%a and i 0% of the pile
diameter are accounted. The first tu,o values should consider tbe
sen,iceability limit state, the third one the uitimate limit state.

Before the above discribed design charts can be applied first
the settlement must be predicted. For this propose design charts
for the estimation of the settlement are developed as well.

3.2 Standard pile g'oup

In general, square groups are analysed in this parametric stud,v.
Thereby, the standard pile group is defined as a quadratic pile
group u'ith 25 pi1es, the pile diameter constitutes D: 0,90 m.
The pile lengh is variied between 9 and 24 m, pile spacing is
assumed to vary between 3 to 9.D.

In this paper the stiffness of the pile cap was assumed to be
absolutl-v rigid.

To inciude a representative spectrum of underground condi-
tions, several soil parameter sets are compiled. it turned out that
the oedometric modulus is the controlling parameter. In general,
nine vaiues of the oedometric modulus varying from 3 to 70
MN/m2 are defined and corresponding soil parameters are elec-
ted representing normal consolidated and overconsolidated co-
hesive soils as well as non cohesive soils.

In all cases the bearing soil is overlaid by a non bearing layer
of soft soil u,ith a thickness of 3 m. In this paper only vertically
loaded pile groups of bored piles are examined.

For the defined boundary conditions calculations are carried
out using different combinations of the parameters. The aim is
to find a simple way to illustrate the results in the charts. First
of ail the piles are divided in positions with comparable pile be-
haviour. They are classiäed as corner, edge and centre piles.

In the design charts the ordinate values are defined as the ra-
tio of the resistance of a group pile to the resistance of a compa-
rable single pile with the same settlement. On the abscissa the
ratio of the pile spacing to the piie length embebbed in the bea-
ring soil is illustrated. Using this axis-definitions the calculation
data results in a contirrious set ofcurves, see Fig. 3.

3.3 Distr"ibution of the pile resistances

Fig. 3 correspond to the design charts of the factor F1 of Eq. 1

for the standard group. In the follou'ing sections, the other fac-
tors ia Eq. 1 will be discussed.

The piie diameter is varied between 0,4 to 1,50 m. In the past
the pile diametelwas taken as one of the most controiling pa-
rameter for the interaction of group piles. However, the study
demonstrates that tbe pile diameter has no influence on the de-
veloped design chans. Fig. 4 illustrates the different calculation
results of vaq'ing pile diameters. The results are significantly
concentrated at points, shou,ing that the influence ofthe pile di
ameter is negligible.

But at all it should be mentioned that the influence of the pile
diameter is only inconsiderable for the characteristics ofthe re-
lativated design charts. Despite of the corresponding design
chans for different pile diameters the absolute r,alues of the
group effect differ u'ith the pile diameter.

Exampiarily corresponding design charts of the factor F1 for
pile diameters from 0,4 to 1,50 m are picrured in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Design charts for the factor F1 (standard group) with
a settlement of a) s= 0,03.D and b) s: 0,1.D.

It was expected that the group dimension has an significant
influence on the group effect, but the results show that the in-
fluence on the corner and edge piles appear to be marginal. On-
ly the centre piles are affected essential by the group dimension.
Pile groups with a lower number of piles than the standard pile
group have a lower group effect, i.e. the resitance ofthe centre
piles are higher than that ofthe standard group. Ar example of
the design charts ofthe factor F2, which express the influence of
the group dimension is given in Fig. 5.

The factor F3 considering the pile diameter and the factor Fa

considering the cap stiffness are set to 1,0.
Nlore parameters are conceivable affecting the group effect,

e.g. the pile lype see Eq. I factor F5. But in this paper other pa-
ramelers are not discussed.

a/d [-]0.5 1.0 1.5

cohesive soil
(normally consolidated)

1A ":D=1s0.a x:D=120
18'" e:D= 90

e3 c:D= 60

":D= 40

avarage settlement of the pile group sc to the settiement of a

si:rgle pile ss r.vith the same resistance. The value for the group
effect factor results from the product ofrhe factors S1 and S':

^ -ald [-] _ ^u_5 t.u

Figure 5. Design charts for
the influence of the group
dimension,

G, =&=S,.S.
s-

(2)

Figure 4. Independency ofthe
design charts from the pile di-
ameter.

3.4 Settlementprediction

The design charts desribed in the privious sections can only be
used, if the avarage settlement of the pile group is known. For
this reason design charts for the prediction of the settlement of
the pile group are developed.

Similar to Eq. I the finally value for the group effect factor
G. considering the settlement is defured as the ratio of the

a)
normalised aclion F6/(nG RE.,{,1.0) [-]

0_0 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.0

b)
normalised action Fc/(ns RE.=0.1 D) [-]

0_o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

1.2

a) thethe prediction of settlement
factor S1 (standard group) and b) the factor 52 considering the
group cümension.

In Fig. 6a the factor 51 for the i:rcreasing of the group settlement
with the ratio ard is illusrrared for the standard group. The
abscissa value is the resistant of a group pile relaited to the ul-
timate beari:rg resistance of a comparible single pile. Fig. 6b
shorvs the influence of the pile dimension on the pile group ef-
fect ofthe settlement expressed as the factor 52.

4 PILE FOL'NIDATION OF A PIER

4.1.1 Application ofthe design charts

To illustate the application of the design charts, the desi_en of a
pile-foundation of a pier is selected as discussed below.

The geometry of the constnrction, the soil parameters and the
resistance-settlement-graph of a considerabie silgle pile from a
pile load test are given in Fig. 7.

First the average settlement of the foundation must be esti-
mated using Fig. 6. The input parameter a/d ratio and the nor-
malised total action can be calcuiated as follows:

ald =5,2h4,5 = 0,359 (3)

F"lQ'".R,,*.,,)=14/(l.z,so)= o,or (4)

From Fig. 6a the first settlement factor is found to be Sr :2,2.
The second settlement factor 52:0,8 can be obtained from
Fig. 6b. With the average pile action Fc/nc: 14 Ntrrl/9 =
1,56 IvIN the settlement of the comparable single pile in Fig. 7
is s6=2,1 cm. Hence the average settlement of the group is es-
timated to be:

rc :s;.,S1 ..t2 = 2,1-2,2-0,8=3,7 cm

The normalised group settlement is:

sof D=3,i1130 =0,028 = o,o3

This value is close to 0.03, so the design chart in Fig. 3a can be
used to predict the pile resistances. With the input parameter a./d
: 0,359 the vaiues of the factor F1 from this chart are Fr :9,76
(corner pile), Fr = 0,59 (edge pile) and Fr = 0,35 (centre pile).

floor plan:
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Figure 7. Layout of the pile-foundation of a pier and resistance-

senlement-graph of a pile load test.
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From Fig.3b the second factor F2 for the centre piles is
Fz= 1.A2. for the comer and edge pile this factor is 1,0. As a1-

read-v mentioned above the faciors F3 and Fa from Eq. 1 are set
to 1,0. The r,aIue of factor F5 is also i.0, because the given bo-
red pile group belong to the srandarci group.

Hence, the predicted pile resistences are:

R""-.(t = 0.028 .o)=z.sA.O,tA= 1,95 \,ßI (7)

R*n"(r=0,028.D)= 2,56'0,59 = 1,51lr4r- (8)

R"",,,"G=0.028.D)=256-035-r,02=0,91MN (9)

At a settlement of s = 0,028-D the predicted total resistance of
the group is:

Äo(s = 0,028.D)= a'L95 + c 1,51+0,91 = 14,75MN

This value is oflittle account superior then the vaiue ofthe total
force of Fc = 14,0 MN, because the design charts for a settle-
ment of s:0.03.D are used. whereas the predicted settlement
s: 0,028 D is maginally lower.

4.I-2 Limit state design

The design of the given pile fourdation have to satis!, both the

seniceability limit state and the uliimate limit state design crite-
ria. Assuming that the allou'able settlement of the pile group is
taken as s2= 0,03.D, the above calcuiated value of the total
group resistance can be taken to demonstrate that the pile foun-
dation will support the serviceability limit state design criterion:

E.l : Er,r 1 Rr,o = R..o -+ 14,0 MN < 14,75 MN (11)

For the ultimate limit state design, the total resistance should to
be calculated using Eqs. (6) to (10) for a settleement of
sr: 0,1.D. Hence, the values of the pile resistances are:

R,"*-G =0,1.D)= 3,45-1,0= 3,45MN (12)

R",*, (r = 0,1.D)= 3,45. 0,99 = 3,42 MN

R.."".(s = 0,i.D)= 3,45.0,97.1,02= 3,41N&{

Thus, the total resistaace of the group at ultimate limit state is:

Ro(s=0,1.D):4.3,45+4.3,42+3,41=30,89MN (15)

To ensure safety against failure at ultimate iimit state design the
follou'ing criterion have to be demonstrated:

E...0 : E".n. y o * Ep.r' Ts 3 Rr.o = Rr* f 7 r" (16)

Thereby the characteristic ralues of the effects of actions and

resistances are converted to design I'alues by safety factors of
DIN 1054:

10 1,35+4.1,50=19,5MN<30,89/1,20=25,74MN (17)

Therefore the safety of the foundation for serviceability as well
as ultimate limit state is verified.

5 EFFECTS OF ACTIONS DUE TO GROIIP EFFECT
ON TIS SI,?ERSTRUCTLRE

In the prer.ious section the pile resistances and the avarage sett-
lement of the pile group is calculated. From this values it is pos-

sible to derive springs 'ilith a stiffoess for the relevant section of
the resistance-settlement-graph to determine section forces. In
this case the piles are replaced b,v springs.

The value of the sprin-e-stiffrresses taking the group effect at
a settlement of s: 0.028.D: 0.0364 m into account are:

R,"*", l' = 1.95/0,0364 = 53.6 MN/m

21 36

R"0," l t =1.5i/0.0364 = 41.5 \.{Nim

n,.,".1' =0.91/0,0364= 25.0 \Airm

\\-r-,hout ih3 groüp effect and a given se"*13m3ri of s - C.011 m
all piles are represented by a spring of

R,,,"u lt =1,5610,021= 74,3 N[l\iim

To assess the influence ofthe group effect on the loadings ofthe
pile group, the bending moments N4^, in the pile cap are pic-
tured in Fig. 8 for the case of calculations u'ith and without the
group effect. In the presented example the effects of actions are

not significantly affected due to the group effect. But this ob-
sen'ation is not generally admitted for other cases. Horn'ever. it
is obr.ious that the settlement clearly increases due to the group
effect.

b)

i3

F=i4,0MN s=3,65cm F=14,0MN s=2,10cm

Figure 8. Moments M*, in the pile cap a) with and b) without
considering the group effect.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A parametric study $'as performed using the FE-method to
study the group effect ofpile groups. The results are used to de-
rive a simple approach for the design of pile groups considering
the group effect without using computer programs.

An example is also given for the application of the proposed
approach. In the example, it was possible to show the proce-
dures ofcalculating the average group settlement, the pile resis-
tances and how to design the pile group. In a further step static
calculations are carried out replacing the piles with springs to
investigate t}re influence of the group effect on the effects of ac-
tions to the pile cap.

Generally, it can be concluded that the presented approach is
an adequate method of designing standard situations of pile
groups. This paper presents only extracts from Rudolf (2005).
Further investigations has been carried out for vertical loaded
pile groups subjected 16 lsading moments. The presented ap-
proach should also be extended for driven piles and non quadra-
tic pile groups.
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